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Abstract 
There are many students who don't like English Grammar. One of the main reasons is that 
English grammar is foo complicated and too difficult for them to learn, but I think the true reason is 
that English Grammar is not taught systematically. 
Now consider a student who starts learning English at the age of twelve in Japan. It is 
impossible for the student to pick it up naturally, that is, to acquire a native speaker-like tacit 
knowledge of English. The student has to be taught English in a more systematic way. Systematic 
knowledge of English includes the knowledge of grammatical terms and grammatical concepts. 
Many people seem to believe that the best way to learn English is to study it in a country where 
the language is spoken. But most Japanese students cannot afford to go abroad to study English. 
For the students who cannot go abroad, the most efficient way of learning English is to study 
English systematically through English Grammar. If English Grammar is taught systematically, 
they can get a good command of English within a short period of time. English Grammar is the 
most useful way to learn English for the students who cannot afford to go overseas. 
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